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Abstract
Data building for automatic post-editing (APE) requires extensive and expert-level
human effort, as it contains an elaborate process that involves identifying errors in
sentences and providing suitable revisions. Hence, we develop a self-supervised
data generation tool, deployable as a web application, that minimizes human
supervision and constructs personalized APE data from a parallel corpus for several
language pairs with English as the target language. Data-centric APE research can
be conducted using this tool, involving many language pairs that have not been
studied thus far owing to the lack of suitable data.
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Introduction

Automatic post-editing (APE) has actively been studied by researchers because it can reduce the
effort required for editing machine-translated content and contribute to domain-specific translation
[1–3]. However, APE encounters a chronic problem concerning data generation [4, 5]. Generally, data
for the APE task comprises the source sentence (SRC), machine translation of the sentence(MT), and
corresponding post-edit sentence (PE), collectively known as an APE triplet. Generating these data
require an elaborate process that involves identifying errors in the sentence and providing suitable
revisions. This incurs the absence of appropriate training data for most language pairs and limits the
acquisition of large datasets for this purpose [6, 7].
To alleviate this problem, we develop and release a noise-based automatic data generation tool that
can construct APE-triplet data from a parallel corpus, for all language pairs with English as the target
language. The data generation tool proposed in this study enables the application of several noising
schemes, such as semantic and morphemic level noise, as well as adjustments to the noise ratio that
determines the quality of the MT sentence. Using this tool, the end-user can generate high-quality
APE triplets as per the intended objective and conduct data-centric APE research.
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Data Construction Process and Tool Implementation

Process We developed an APE data generation tool that automatically construct APE datasets from
a given parallel corpus. The working of our tool is outlined in Figure 1 and described as follows. The
source and target sentence in the parallel corpus are considered the SRC and MT of the APE triplet,
respectively, and a noising scheme is implemented for the generation of a pseudo-MT [8]. Noise
is introduced by replacing certain tokens in the target sentence with others, using one of the four
following noising schemes.
• R ANDOM: The random noising scheme replaces tokens in the original target sentence in a
random manner [9]. In this scheme, no semantic or syntactic information is reflected, and
the noise is applied simply by replacing existing tokens with others from the target side of
the parallel corpus.
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Figure 1: Overview of data construction process. Ti refers to the tokenized component of the target
sentence, Pi indicates the POS tag corresponding to token Ti , and Tij refers to the replacement token
generated from the j th noise category. Throughout this process, the end-user can arbitrarily set the
noise category and noise ratio and thereby obtain personalized APE triplets.

• S EMANTIC: In the semantic noising scheme, each token in the target sentence is replaced
with the corresponding synonym retrieved from the WordNet database [10]. As all the tokens
are replaced with semantically identical words, the APE model can learn to correct instances
of inappropriate word-use arising from subtle differences in context or formality.
• M ORPHEMIC:
In the morphemic noising scheme, certain tokens in the sentence are
replaced using tokens with the same part-of-speech (POS) tag. The replacement token is
extracted from the given parallel corpus.
• S YNTACTIC: The syntactic noising scheme implements phrase-level substitutions. Prior
to the noising process, phrase chunking is performed using begin, inside, outside (BIO)
tagging, and MT is created via replacement with an identically tagged phrase.
As these noising schemes are applied only to the target side, the data generation process is sourcelanguage agnostic. This enables the applicability of the proposed tool for all language pairs whose
target language is English, with minimal human supervision. Furthermore, end-users can adjust the
noise ratio that determines the number of tokens to be replaced (i.e., noised) in a sentence as desired.
This enables the flexible APE data construction, thereby facilitating data-centric APE research.
Tool Implementation For the implementation of our tool, end-users need to specify the intended
noise category and noising ratio and provide a parallel corpus with corresponding language pairs.
The proposed tool is distributed as a web application developed using the Flask framework [11].
For the implementation of the noising process, Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [12] and SENNA
NLP toolkit* are utilized. In particular, NLTK is used for POS tagging and WordNet retrieval in
the morphemic and semantic noising schemes, whereas SENNA is utilized for BIO tagging in the
syntactic noising scheme. The web application of the proposed tool is publicly available † .
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Conclusion

The tool proposed in this paper reduces the need for expert-level human supervision generally required
for APE data generation, thereby facilitating APE research on many language pairs that have not
been studied thus far. The personalization capability of the proposed APE data generation tool can
enable data-centric APE research that derives optimal performance through high-quality data [13].
* https://ronan.collobert.com/senna/license.html
†

http://nlplab.iptime.org:9092/
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